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Liz Nicholls sheds
some light on the
array of fantastic
lighting designers
to help your
home shine.
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ighting plays such an important role in architecture and interior design,” says local lighting
designer Virginie Avrillon-Dunne. “As well as
revealing the beauty of the architecture, lighting can have
a strong effect on how someone experiences a space. A
creative lighting design enhances the mood and desirability of these spaces and contributes hugely to a sense of
wellbeing.” The owners of this period Putney home (4. & 5,
pictures by Paul Craig) wanted to bring back elegance to the
ground floor rooms. They wanted a more playful lighting
scheme in the more modern basement rooms, prompting
Virginie to provide a blend of LED downlights, an extra layer
of uplights and ‘pools’ of light, courtesy of picture lights to
illuminate artworks or lamps such as these eclectic beauties
(7.–11.) from Besselink & Jones in Chelsea Harbour. Thinking
about your own lighting? “Ask yourself how the space is to
be used during the day and evening,” says Virginie. “Layer
the light and include task lighting, ambient lighting, accent
lighting to highlight key items and decorative lighting
to bring focus and reinvigorate the room. Have fun and
introduce light in your scheme in various ways: uplights to
accentuate the architecture and LED strips inside cabinets
to create depth. Control the lighting ambience by placing
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each layer of light on its own circuit and making sure they
are dimmable. Also, choose your LEDs with caution; look
for the right colour temperature (measured in kelvins) for
your particular room.” Virginie prefers 2,700K for the ‘living’
areas of the house and 3,000K for more functional spaces
such as the bathroom and utility room. Contact Virginie on
07946 351056 or visit www.splash-of-light.co.uk. Hector Finch Lighting in Wandsworth Bridge Road, Fulham (6.),
has built a worldwide reputation on good design with bespoke finishes and a range of show-stopping lighting pieces
including chandeliers and the splash-proof and stylish Osh
Lamp for stylish bathrooms. For inspiration, call 020 7731
8886, pop by to the showroom or visit www.hectorfinch.
com. Original BTC (1. & 3.), founded in 1990 by Peter
Bowles, is an acclaimed lighting manufacturer based in
Oxfordshire but with a showroom at The Design Centre
in Chelsea Harbour, Fulham (SW10 0XE) – call 020 7351
2130 or visit www.uk.originalbtc.com. Other lighting
specialists for your little black book include Vaughan Ltd in
Chelsea Harbour Drive (020 7349 4600), The Conran Shop
in Marylebone (020 7723 2223) and John Cullen Lighting
in King’s Road, Fulham (020 7371 9000) – especially for
lustworthy roof and library lighting. Light up your life!
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